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By cons~.lcrq~g Ihe stability
of the f'lappmg motion of a hlnged
rotor hlddc ett any one f~.~ed uunuth,
thu ;*xzort lienvcs sunplc
express~.ons for the cond~tlon
<<hlch Just causes the flapplilg
motion At a
partlculor
azimuth to Len6 to heoome unstable.
It sho*s that a decrease
in pitch as blkler, flap ~11has a consuterablc
stablllslng
influence.
Effects
such as the offsel of the blade C.G. behlnd the flexural
axzs
have t& rcvcrsc effect bul; thy. enalys1.s: of the ww.n text is not extended
beyond
this because Its pruzzy purpose 1s to draw attention
to the
It IS suggested that computational
character of flqpmg
nptlon.
methods now avallaalc
shouiti be used for further sttiles
of the flapping
Tlwse eqlat10,1s arc!
equations which are of the hiattieu-HI11
type.
dcduccd III a falrlg
&cncml form in appcnd~ccs &lch a.2‘c largely
sclfcodxxmcd.
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Intmductlon

Some recent rotor blade lnstabillty
troubles,
assoclatsd with
blade twlstlng
and flapping,
suaested to the writer- the desuabll?ty
of revuxing
the work vihlch has beeti done on blade fl?ppmg
stability,
Slssmghi
19.!+4), who refers to prev~us work by Adam (1934) and.
Hohenemsef (1938), concludes that the motion is very heavily damped and
m a numm~al example he took found that fonvard speed had little
offcct
on his results,
Rotors, however, are frequently
reported to become more
andLock'& (1928) shows that haru~lo
and more "roughh" as speed increases,
terms generally tend to Increase as the tip speed ratlo uuzcases.
It
seemed therefore desirable to look at Slssuu$'s
s.neJ.ys~s in thu l@t.
He by-passes the dlfficultles
assoclatedwlth
the solution of the
equation for the flapping motion of a ngul rotor blade, hlngcd at itn
root, in the way Glauert' (1926) or~@.nally dealt with the ~togyro
problul,
VIZ: by expandug the bla& flapp?plng motion -mto ..l Fourlcr
series . Like GLauert he considers only terms up to the first
hamomo
terms m the expansion and gzvug them an exponential form dcrlvcs a
sext1c.
In the two examples he choosoo the roots of this scxtlc
lndzcate that motion 1~ to the f'ust hannon1.c term 1s heavily damped ;md
very little
affected by forward speed. Extendug Susingh's
11$3rktd
deal with hlghcr order harmonic terms would lnvolvc even man\ 'laborious
calculations
than those he has already done and it therefore so~md
desuable to turn agam to the differential
equations of flalsplng
The der~vrrtion
motion and see lf an alternatlve
approach were psslble.
of these equations 1s theEfor
glvcn brlafly
in Appendix I.
The
analysis given there may be extended to study what would usuully be
classed as flutter
problems but the main object of the zzport 1s to drzw
D&all
attention
to the- character of the flapping motion cquatlons.
conslderatlon
is given only to result J whch can be ootslncd by sun@
substitutions.
Even a Pourler substltutlon
I.S not made and constde~atlc'l
1s restr~oted to the nature of the flJpppplng motion at any one pWtlcul%"
azunuth.
Then only the roots of a qu&atrc
equation have to be stl!dled,
This npcronch mdlcntcs
that forward sIxed may have a conslderoble
Influence on the ctumctor
of the flappmg rrotlon and shows that ro&cl%
the pitch of the blades as they flap up markedly u1oreases flapplng
stablllty.
An extension of the analyszs shows that the offset of +ti
blade centre of mass behind the flexural
centre has'thc rWerse effc;r*t.
The invcstlgatlon
1s not extended in dctall further than thu because
the notlon of lnvestlgatzng
flapping motion at a flxed azimuth is not a
rigorous m&hod of' dealing with this Mattlcu-HI11
oquntlon for the
flnppmg notion.
It 1s felt that the com&catlonal
facllitles
now
available
might be flat
brought to boar on tho problem to uxk.cnte the
slgniflcance
of the slmgle treatment adopted here.
2

Flap-~lnp motion

of rrjild

fixed

patch blades with

root hmges

When the hinged root of a rigid fixed pltcli blade 1s constrained
to move along a straight
line with steady velocity,
It 1s showy m
Append= I that the dynamical equation of flappmg mtzon reduces to
.

&' + 2k(l

+2

@sm$)n

p +

k !-! cos $(l

+ $ u sin $)

n2p
1

= a function

which 1s Independent of p

. ...".>.

(1)

when the blade 1s uniform along its length.
The general nature of :I-,:
eqatlon
will bc mu& the same if the blades arc not ~nlfo~
eXCOp$
t:%.st
the coefflclents
vnll have different
values.
In thus cquatlor 0 1s bliic
flapping ar@J,
-3-
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=

3 p ca R/l6m,
of

about

0.7

n =

q/at,

R

the rotor

=

a positave non-dlmcnsional
the C.30 autogyro,

quantity

14

having a value

for

the constant
radius,

rotor
i.e.

speed ratio

angular

velocity,

blade length,

p =

the tip

and

$ =

Rt, defines the aslmuth of the blade from downwind
direction
of rotation.

in the

It will be observed that the coefficients
of 6 and p in this
equation vary with blndc azimuth $ ; but, if attontlon
is concentrated
on one particular
azimuth at a time then the coefficients
remain
sensibly const*ant.
The smallest

value of the damping coefficient
Zk(l

will

occur when sin

I$ = - 1

+ $ fi sm 6)
and fi is greatest.

Provided

3
4

o<-

. .. . . . .

(2)

this damping coefficient
will ziiwa$s be positive.
Such a high value for
V is well outside the present working range of helicopters
and outside
the scope of the -present analysis which neglects stalling.
It is
evident then that for all practical
purposes
. ......

(3)

x5.13. always be positive.
The smallest

value of the "spring

staffness"

coefficient

l+i 3 k vcos 1$(1 +&r)
is about (1 - $ kp),
1
1
effective
stiffness
occurs at higher ratiicr than lowr

so that

the least

forward

speeds. -

Considering now the nature of flapping motion at any one azimuth
position,
i.e. freeeing $ at any chosen value, the nature of the flapping
motion will be determined by the nature of the operataonal roots of (1)
which are

+k2(l

+$

psin

$)* -

1 +:

k P

008

Since from (3), k(1 + $ p sin $) will
root of (4) will occur when

1+8

3

$(l

+ 2 II sin

be positave,

k fi oos $(l.+-+sin

4)

the firs<

$)

R

...

posative

(4)
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1s just negative.
The condition that at no asvnuth position
motion should tend to be divergent is then that
1 +fk
which gives

uooslj(1

t$

psln$)>o

14

flapping

.*,.,..

(5)

.......

(6)

approximately

It does not follow, however, that if I-1is greater than this value
flapppmg motion as a wholo will be unstable; it will only first
tend to
be so in the region where the blade 1s approaching the straight
ahead
position
and it may not be long enough in this region for a disturbance
to be catastroi>hic
but a loss of smoothness m&t be expected.
The
"critical"
vsluc of P given by (6) for the C.30 autoeyro is about 0.53,
~11 beyond its top speed.
Motion when pitch

3

varioc

as the flapping

angle

Nowadays it is frequently
the practice to decrease the blade
pitch as the blade flaps up; thtis the pitch of a rigid blade might be
expressed by
e=

eo-sp

.. .....

(7)

constant.
where s 16 3 positive
It is shown in Append= II that the
only change introduced in equation (1) IS in the coefficient
of @ and the
critical
condition (5) now bocones
r1
1 + k

(LJ sl.n * + j12

t$j

I]

>o

(0)

the last term is always positive
the effect of this pitch change
1s to morease the "critical"
speed, . A rough indication
of the increase
is obtai,?od by considering
thu motion in thi: rcg~on of J, = 100'.
Then
] >O
or
the criterion
(8) gives 1 t k 7,-:pt2s

Smce

.......

If in the C.30 a pitoh decre&se equal to one third the increase
flapping angle were introduced (s = f) the theoretical
critical
would morease

from 0.?3

to

(0.53

(9)

in the
value ofp

+ 0.25).

This most marked effect of p-Ltch change sug&csts that if the blade
with the flapping angle the
pitch tended to increase only sli&tly
\hth torsionally
floxiblo
blades such
affect would be vary serious.
effects might occur.
4

Effect

of a torsional

flixibilitx

Twisting of a blade may be caused oy the centre of lift,
drag or
mass not coinciding
with vkat IS often called the flexural
axis, i.e.,
the load positions which produce no twist. Beavanand Lock5 (1936),
USLI@
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harmonic analysis evaluated the effect of the inertia
axis being aft of
the flexural
axis of the C.30 blades and also the effect of the presence
of a large pitching moment cocfficiont.
The former results in a twist
which is a function of p and thcreforc affects the nature of the blade
flapping motion.
Tvnst due to the latter
is not directly
a function of 6.
Lift and flexural
centres in the C.30 coincided and such a choice,
together with small values of pitching moment coefficient
seems possible
for other blades unless regions of high Mach numbers are encountered.
Experience indicates,
however, that offscts bctwccn the pcsition
of the
inertia
end floxural
axis will occur unless meticulous care is exercised
in manufacture and while ot'ner offsets are not improbable it 1s proposed
here to consider only the effect of an inertia
offset which is amenable
to simple treatment.
k5swm.ng, in the same way as Beavan s.ndLoc ks (1936), that the
twists produced are equal to those which would occur if the twisting
moments were applied statically,
It is shown in Appendix III that the
effective
pitch at a radius
r is
@=eo+NJ

mbc I,,*,
j

+ *'fi

) g

+ p,&rJ 00s $$

. . . . . . . (10)
1

due to an offset of the centre of mass a distance bo behind
axis, omitting all additions.1 terms which are not functions
Usually the gravity contribution,
which -AS the last term in
small and then as shown in Appendax III the left hand side
(1) takes the form
-,
l-

(0 sin * t 2)'

i
+

1 +~kucos

t - 5 I
252 1

$(lt$ssm$)

b' t Zk(l

-3

-

+ $0

K (ssin
i

where K = 4 n2bcm R3~15NJ = pabc2R4,2/20iU,
2.5b, i.e.,
about 0.16 for the C.30 autogyro.

the flexural
of' @.
(10) will be
of equation

sin $) nt

. .. . .. .
and has a value

of about

Comparmg (7) and (10) lt will
be observed that while
b is
positive,
an undesirable negative value of an "effective
s" has made
its appearance
and we should
expect
the roots of (11) at certain fixed
aslmuths to be adversely
affected.
The coefficient
of 'p' ~611 usually
be posrtxve and while thrs is so the criterion
that there should be no
tendency to local flapping instability
is that

In the regaon of $ = 180' this

becomes

which gives
.... ...

(13)
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For the C.30 the decrease in thedcrltical
value of piis from 0.53 to
0.53-0.06, In itself
not a large effect.
C.30 blades had, however, a
tubular steel spar which yeas very stiff
in t&ion
and nlth other types
of construction
and thinner blades It 1s posslblc that blade torsional
stiffness
values -wrll not be so loge and the cffeot of the twist produced by the lnertla
~1s being aft of the flexural
EELS will be of
greater importance.
Prcvlded torslons.l flexlbllity
I.S such that root
pltoh changes are transmitted
throughout the blade It would appear
possible from (9) to nullify
the adverse effect of elastic
twist by
decrcaslng the blade pitch as It flaps up. The ontenon
for flapping
to be stable at $ = 180° then becomes that

ll<-l+

8k

2

s-15

4

K
3,

. . . . . . . 04)

Most early testing of rotors 1s done at very low values of the tip
speed ratio ‘P .
In the particular
case of a torslonzitly
flelcxlble but
othervrlse rlgld blade the left hand side of the flappvlg equatun of
mctlon at zero fonvard speed reduces to:+2k'RIJ+

and if

instabillty

i 1+2ks!

. . . . . . . . (15)

Just appears then

In the case of the C.30 blades If the blade torszonsl
stiffness
were
reduced to a third Its velue and the distance between the flexurd
axz~s
and inertia
az.s increased to 0.20, conditions which might p&haps bc
obtained by a very clumsy redesign xn say wood, then instablllty
~uLd
appear before tne working r.p.m. were reached.
This CUT~OUS
result has
been obtained bccnuse the ooefflclent
of '6 In (15), which had been
obtained from (ll),
1s non no longer pOzltlvc
as nssu~cl IX dtir-rvlng
(12) and (14).
5

Conoluslons

The results obtained Indicate that If It 1s pennusible
to consder
the stability
of flappmg motions at a fzxed azmluth, then, pmvidedK> is positive,
flapping lnstabillty
will first
appear when the
(l-3
tip speed ratlo u has a velue of about

for a uniform blade which IS rigid m ben&ng but flexAble m torsion.
An appreclatlon
of the simficance
of this result In relation
to
flapping-cwr.-rutatlonal
stablllty
m&t
be obtalnecl by making numencsl
oalculatmns,
possibly step by step, or using tables and computatlondl
aids now avadable,
of blade motion at values of !J above end belox 'ctis
Thu seems desirable before etiendvlg further the
critical
value.
approach of those notes.
t

-7-
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(Sinoe,,oompiling
these notes the writer has acme across work by
Horvay and Yuan (J.Ae.so.,
October, 1947) which gives an analytical
stepby-step treatment of the,problem.
He 1s also Indebted. to Mr. Shapiro
for passing bun a copy of work by Parkus, of the Vienna Technical
Institute,
which 1s awsatxng publioatlon,
and whxh deduces a crlterlon
for flapping stablllty
using Floquet's
theory (1883) end a power sew%
substitution.
In both treatments the elcgent szilysis
involved tends
to obscure the physical plc;turc.
I

In a tisoussion
with Mr. I.T. Mmnhlnnick, who h= b&en considering
rotor flutter
problems, it trwnpwed
that 6, terms, viz: aerodynamic
forces associated with rlisplacements such as rp and z', considerably
effected th& results obtaine&
In the past such terms have been omitted
m studios of rotor aerodynamics and arc omitted 111the present noto.
It thus appears that this omission 1s Justifiable
in considering low
frequency and dwergdnt motions only.)
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-LIST OF SYMBOLS
a

= slope of the lli‘t

b

= fraction

c

= blade chord
:

curve

of ch<.rd C.G. 1s aft of the flcxural

ay d&wrblny

velcclty

thrcu&

,ilsc

axis

b

= acce1crat10n due tu grzv1ty
= disc incidence
= 3 pc&/lGm, a non duwnclon~l constant
m
r

= blade m~(ssper unit length (slugs/f%. run)
= Lilstmce from the blade root to an element of the blade
measured along the flappmg line (Flg.1)

s
t

= a constant = the ratlo

v

= time
= Induced velocity

2'

= deflectlcn
lme”

of pitch change/flappmg angle change

measure pcsltlve

dc~wnwards

of a blade element pcqxndwLta.r

to the "Flappug

(hg.1)

I

= mcancntof Lnertla about blade root (slugs.

M

= mass momentabout the blade Ivct (slugs ft.)

NJ

= tcrslcnal

R

= tip radius

v

= constant fcrGard velocity

stiffness

ft.')

of the blade par unit run
of au-craft

X, Y, Z = reference axes, see Flg.1
flappug angle, the Cwq$ektween "flappmg line"
,dlsc plane

P

q

;,b'

= Its successive dcrlvatlves

e

= blade ppltch fi-om no lift

at root

6" +e,

=

at alstallce~ r

tt

0

0

K

11

wth mspect to tzme

from root

= a tcrslcnaJ. flexlblllty

NJ
ccnstant

20NJ

P

= V ccs I/nR

= tip spscd ratlo

P

=

'

is

= sqle

*

= nt = azimuth measured from down wind m dlrcctlcn
rctntlcn

n

q

nir

dcnslty

and XY

of incldcncc of a blade sectlcn from no lift.

angular wlccity

of rotcr,ass&d
-9-

constant.

of
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To avoid
I.1
equations used
considerat mm,
velocity,
blade
mth respect to

contmual cross reference to carller
work the fkzppplng
In the text are derived in thu appendix from elementary
FL&J shows the rcldtlve
directions
of the aircraft
chorcl, etc. and from It the followuq
riu?zctlon cosines
the orthogonal axes shown, can be derived:-

Lengthwise

(1)

tangent to blade drawn outwards

oos( fi + clz'/dr)
Chprdwise,

(2)

co9 Jr,
leating

sm
Nomal

(3)

-sin(P

(4)

oos( p + dz'/dr)
edge to tradug

edge

- cos

0

Ji,

+ dz'/d.r)

Ce;ltrifugal

cos *,

+ d.z'/dr)

-sin(P

+ dz~/dr)

s3.n $,

cos(p + dz'/dr)

force

Forward. sped,

sin

Jr ,

0

V, reversed
i )

0

,

sm i

s-m i ,

0

,

-cos 1

00s

(6)

* ,

sm(p

(upwards)

cos * ,

(5)

sm q,

Granty

In the above p is the flappq
angle at azimuth $ and dz'/dr
the small slope of the blade at radius
r relative
to the 'Tlapping line",
The aircraft
1s taken to be flying
straqht
and level at a
see Flg.1.
constant velocity
V and the rotor disc which contains the axes OXY is
uolined
at ‘an l:mu%2nce i.
The component OC the constant forward
chord, via:
v 00s 1 sin *, and th+angular
velocity
of

velocity
rotation

I.2

V along the blade
give a not chordw%e

(nr + v 00s 1 Slrl I))

. . . . . . . .I (1)

The component of the velocity

V normal to tho blade chord 1s

-V CDS 1 cos * sln(@ + dz'/dr)

+ V sin i cos (p t dz'/dr)

wwards and this is ~diflcd
by the prcsenco of flapp5n.g angular velocity
v, the latter
taken
'p, normal velocity
2' and induced velocity
relative
to the blade at
positive
downwards. Tile net wind velocity,
radius r, up through the disc is, therefore,
when (P + d.z'/dr) 1s small
(V sin

i - v) -

where

f

(p

+

dzt’/d.r)

V

cos

i

stands for any arbitrary

co:;

*

-

ri

d.~.sturbance.

-ll-

-

i

l

f

. . . . . . .

1

(21,
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1-f the geometrlo pitch of the blade section from no lift
is
B. + Or, where B. 1s constant and G, varies wzth r, then the angle of
incidence from I(1) and I(2) 1s ,gven by

4 q 8o

*
.
V 00s i cos $ - r6 - z + f
+ a, + (V sm L - v) - (@ + dz'/dr)
Rr + V cos 3. sm Jr
. . . . . . . 1 (3)

usually

The element of lift
considered to be

on a length

dr

+ (nr + V cos 1 sun *)2

of the blade at

r

is then

ca$dr,

the presence of a velocity
out along the bla&e belnng ignored,
moment of the lift
load about the root 1s then

The

When a, the slope of the lift
curve, 1s constant, the blade chord o
and the x&xced velocity
Y arc also independent of r, thus integral

beconrss

2
+ p (nR)2

+ ./hr

.aR2

21

{ ($

+ 2qg2’

2
sin

$

,t

sin # + Lye)

1 d ($)

0
R

f
dz'
r;R"z?

$
A

0

In this-equation
of the alroraft
haxng
due to blade flappmg.
and tip losses.

I.3
(i)

.The inertia

II 00s $ - -,""f$
nRJ

+ LJsin

*)$

] a. (2)
. . . . . . . 1 (4)

the p term is present-d&*to
the foMiard velocity
a component normalto
the blade.
The b term is
The lntegratlon
neglects the effects of stall-

load on'the

blade due to

flapprng as a rlgld Cody (i.e.,
the "flappmg
lrne", Fig.l)
is
-12-

mertja..loa&-due
mr p dr

to the motion

of
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(ii)

bending away from the r&d
"flapping Ime”) ism'z" dr

(iii)

gravity

(1v)

centrifugal

is

body flcrpping pk.itlon

(i.e.,

mg8.r
force is

mn*(r 00s p - 2' sin p )

dz-.

(Inertia loads due to angular acceleratio~2i;e~~)ch
omitted here; so else are the small e'@ end e
.
The momentof these'forces

/i

the

'< are

about the blade root IS then

m(r b' + ','l)r
,

I

+ mg' cos i cos p + sin i 00s ij sin p r
'i
i
co.54i sin p - smicos

"m-5

$00~ p z'
1

i
+ mQ*(r-cos B - zlsinp)

Whenp is small this'reduoes

t

(rsinp+z'cosp)

1

dr.

to

g r(cosi+psihicos*)
i

\

+ 2' (sin i co.3 * - p 00s i)
+-

=

..
(p + n*p) I + (p sxn i co9 * + 00s i)
R

- pgoosi

where I

s

m2'd.r

,

@4

. , . . . . . 1 (5)

0

= the moment of inertia of-the blade-about the flapping huqe
= mR3/3 for a uniform blade

M ,I the blade mass moment about the flapping hinge
= mR2/2 for a uniform blade
By choosing the "flapping line" appropriately It is possible to make the
R
mz'@ vanish end so this te?.mmiyr be dropped.
inertia term
s0
-13-
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Equating the Lft
root moment given by I(4) to the uxzrtla moment
I.4
terms and d-~v~dmg through by I gives the
given by I(5), collectrng
flapplng equation of motion:-

+ 8n2k &(l
i

(1

+f

R

+
s

+ li sin 9

. . . . . . . I (6)

cl

'
This ddfers
from equation (1) of the mau text by the retention
of the small
p term @ sin 1/1n~ which 1s negJ.ected there.
In IL
k = 4 p(nR)2 ceR2/81L12= pca~4/16I
= 0.71 for

the C.30 autogyro when a = 5.72 p&

-14-

= 3 pacli/lbm
ratian.
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Effect of Pitch Chanm w-l'chFlappq
It 1s frequently a comon practzce nowadaysto reciuce the pitch
of bind+ as they flap up so that the pitch may be written as
e =e,

- "p

. . . . . . . II

(1)

. . . . . . . iI

(2)

*

111f3 may now be transferred

* Or identlfymg

8,

with

to the r.11.s.

-sp

-l5-

This,tem

is
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APPENDIX III
Effect

of Offset

III.1
The snertla
is canposed of

(9

loaiilng

Between Inertia
zn the dlrectxon

the component of the centrifugal
2

-m fi (I‘ cos p - 2' s3n p).
(ii)

flapping

and bendxng lncrtla

(xii)

the component of gravity,

andFlexura1

Axes

,

normal to the blade chord

force which gwes
sir&

loads,

t dz'/dr)d.r.
-m(r'i

+ ','* ) dr.

vu.

-mg/sm i sin(@t dz'/ds)cos
$,+ cos i cos(P + dz'/dr)
dr.
I
When i and (p t dz'/dr)
are small the u]avard inc+a
loading 3s
-m n2(r - z'p)
L

(p

or collecting
rigd
body
and "clastlo"
terms
,..
2-p t (n*r t g 1 COY *) pt g
-11
1
..
t z' - fl* @z' (p + dz'/dr)
t ** rdz'/dr
i

+ g i 00s Jr dzl/dr

dr
,11

III.2
Omzttmg "elastic ' terms the nose up torwe due to this load,'if
it is a distance
hc aft of the positron IL should occupy to produce no
torque on any one chosen section,
is
..
13%= mbc rp t (R*r + g i co6 or) pt g dr
I
I
The twist
d9 in a short length
the section IS @ven by

whereNJ

dr

of the blade due to a torque

1s the torslonal~-stlffhess,._PJhen-this.is-ccolstant.then

I .-,
Integratxng

twice

and 0rmttmn.g all

terms not conta3.nmng.P

'c 'at

*

I

.
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Substituting

this expression for 8, in,the

Br integral

of I (4) gives'

As a first approximation it will generally be pemissible
neglect the gravity tern in B which mill be smllccmpared'tith
term so that the Br tern in I (6) nm gives

to
the n'

x = 8 n2kmboR3 = pabo2Rk2 = 2.5.b LZ 0.16 for the C.30,
20x7
3ONJ..
and transferring the p and ptcms to the r.h.s. of I (6) we obtain
the result quoted in (11).
Putting

(It will be observed that aerodynmical
are omitted m the above).
,

torsional

t+ms in

6
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